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        © Flagship Acura de San Juan - Ave. Kennedy Km 3.5 - 
Sales: (787) 301-0371 - Service: (787) 301-0372

        © Flagship Acura de Ponce - By Pass - 
Sales: (787) 301-0375 - Service: (787) 301-0376

      

      For more information about availability, specifications, accessories, or pricing, please contact your preferred authorized Acura dealer.
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          The all-new Integra marks the return of one of the brand’s most iconic nameplates – with a fresh, fun-to-drive spirit and sleek liftback design.
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          The TLX leads the way in pushing the limits of performance, tech, and design. Every TLX gets the thrills of a 272-HP VTEC Turbo engine and luxurious amenities in an alluring, sculpted body. Customized drive modes, ambient lighting, and available rear-biased Super Handling All-Wheel Drive  (SH-AWD) deliver pleasure and performance like never before.
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          Feel your adrenaline flow with a hard-hitting 272-HP VTEC® Turbo engine and available Super Handling All-Wheel Drive™ that takes on corners with confidence. Available Adaptive Dampers and four IDS drive modes give you precision control over your ride.
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          The redesigned 2022 MDX houses a 290-HP V-6 engine paired to a double-wishbone front suspension for precision cornering. For even more exhilaration, the MDX Type S features an available 355-hp Turbo V6 engine and available air suspension that thrills with every drive. Handling is further enhanced by the Integrated Dynamics System, including a new Lift mode for Type S, while available wider 21-in alloy wheels ensure adrenaline-inducing performance.
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          The ILX boasts an impressive power-to-weight ratio. Equipped with an energetic 201-HP i-VTEC engine, the ILX delivers an engaging driver experience.
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          Online Credit Application

          Leasing or financing through Acura is simple, quick and secure.
You can apply for pre-approval here, completing your personal and financial information.
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            	Engine oil and filter change
	Tire rotation depending on car mileage
	Verify condition and level of all essential liquids
	Verify battery charge and terminals
	Inspection and adjustment of tire pressure
	Full inspection made by certified Acura technicians
	24/7 Roadside Assistance for the period of 4 years or 50,000 miles
	Smartphone application for Roadside Assistance
	And much more...
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            There's never been a better time to trade up to a newer model. Because of our high-quality craftmanships, Acura vehicles not
            only hold higher resale value but are also very sought-after cars. That is why we are looking for quality, pre-owned Acuras.
This is a great opportunity to trade up to a newer model, and you could get:
          

          
            
              	Higher value for your trade
	More attractive monthly payments
	Lower fuel costs with higher efficiency
	Reduced maintenance and repair costs
	Increased safety and security technologies


            

            
              	Brand new entertainment features
	Better financing terms
	Longer and more comprehensive warranties
	Lower cost of driving
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                Please, answer some questions

                    
        What's your full name?
        
        Please enter a full name: ex. John Doe
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			Your Test Drive request for  has been sent successfully.
Our operators will contact you shortly.
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                    Acura in Puerto Rico is distributed exclusively by Bella Group, the leading local auto company in Puerto Rico with over 58 years of solid experience. Acura dealerships are conveniently located in San Juan and Ponce.
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